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Derby Clean Air—Where’s the
Cycling and Walking? by Tony Roelich
Derby Cycling Group has submitted proposals for enhancements to the Council air quality preferred option to make it
much more cycle and pedestrian friendly. Derby’s Clean Air
Preferred Option was out for consultation until 21st November 2018. The proposal failed entirely to provide any new infrastructure for cycling which, by enabling more people to
cycle, would have helped reduce car travel and improved
air quality.

But it went further than that.
It proposes that two pieces of cycle-specific infrastructure be
removed (see photos above): a permissive right turn from
Friar Gate into Brick Street and a dedicated bus/cycle lane
leading to the bus/cycle gate on Friar Gate at the junction of
Bridge Street. Furthermore, wherever motor vehicles are to
be prevented from making certain manoeuvres on Stafford
Street and the Mercian Way roundabout, cyclists will be prohibited from making the same manoeuvres.

cause with only one exception, they do not take any road
space away from motor traffic, and yet deliver fantastic benefits for those who travel by bike and some for pedestrians as
well.

A38 Derby Junctions – DCG Campaign
for better cycle routes by Tony Roelich
Highways England have a project to
create “grade separated” junctions
at the Kingsway, Markeaton and
Little Eaton Islands on the
A38. That means the local roads
will be at ground level, but the A38
carriageway will be either above or
below the local roads, on a bridge
or in an underpass. DCG have been campaigning to make the
scheme deliver good quality cycling and walking routes alongside and crossing the A38 as well as the “improvements” for
motorised traffic. It is important that the A38 becomes less of
a barrier for cycling and walking than it is today, and that this
project enables more local journeys to be made without a car.

Questions for Leigh Timmis
Derby's World Record Cyclist Leigh Timmis has kindly offered
to provide a question and answer article which will appear in
the next edition of the Derby Cycling Group newsletter.
Any questions for Leigh please submit by email to:
articles@derbycyclinggroup.org.uk

All in all, a very short sighted approach, in our view.

Articles Needed for the DCG Newsletter

Derby Cycling Group has submitted proposals for enhancements to the council scheme to make it much more cycle and
pedestrian friendly. Read our response here:
https://derbycyclinggroup.org.uk/blog/wp-content/
uploads/2018/11/20181120-Clean-Air-Preferred-Option-DCGResponse.pdf

Articles & suggestions are welcomed from members for future newsletters on any cycle related subject. Ideally article
length of 250—500 words but any length would be gratefully
received. Please submit articles by email to:

We hope the Air Quality team will take these enhancements
on board; we don’t see any reason why they should not be-

articles@derbycyclinggroup.org.uk
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Update on the Derwent Valley
Cycleway by Ian Dent
The Derwent Valley Cycleway is an aspirational project to
create a traffic free route between Derby and Baslow following the course of the River Derwent as closely as possible.
The project falls under the umbrella of the Derwent Valley
Trust, a registered charity. Other activities of the charity include:
Promoting the existing Heritage Way walking route from
Ladybower to Shardlow
Promoting the Derwent
Valley Art Crawl - a
directory of artist locations within the valley.
Developing a complementary project to
create a canoe route
along the Derwent
Developing a further
complementary project
for a route for horse
riders
An important stage for
the cycleway will be the
decisions arising from
Derbyshire County
Council's key cycle
network review which was kicked off at the beginning of the
year and, I understand, is due to report findings by the end of
2018. We've made a very strong case for the Derwent Valley
Cycleway and hope that this will be listened to by the
"powers that be". Included with the submission was a Value
for Money study showing the economic benefits of building
the cycleway - this shows a return of 4.8:1 for each £ invested - a level defined as "Very High" by the DfT.
Whilst we believe there is a strong case for building the full
cycleway, in practice financial and other constraints mean
that it is likely to be built up over time. To this end, we've
been looking for sections that can be justified as stand-alone
projects but which will join together to make the overall cycleway. These smaller projects that we are currently progressing include:
The Darley Abbey multi-user path that Derby City Council
passed planning permission for earlier in the year but for
which building has yet to start.
A proposal submitted to Highways England to fund the creation of a riverside path from Darley Abbey (Haslams Lane) to

Ford Lane and onwards to Little Eaton which we have had
positive feedback on. We hope to have confirmation of the
funding for this soon. A side benefit of this route is that it will
provide an alternative to the existing horrible route on the
pavement alongside the A61 near Little Eaton.
Upgrade of Wyver Lane in Belper where we hope to obtain
funds to allow the upgrade of a very potholed route at the
north end of the lane and which will then provide an attractive route for new cyclists, families, disabled vehicle users
and others to follow a flat, scenic route alongside the river.
This will have the added benefit of improving access to the
existing Derbyshire Wildlife Trust nature reserve and bird
hide.
We've continued to be encouraged by the feedback on the
plans for the route. Everyone we speak with is keen to see
the route in place and the only problem is in obtaining the
necessary funding. Progress is always frustratingly slow but I
believe things are moving in the right direction. Just keeping
my fingers crossed that they will speed up.
If you're interested in hearing more about the cycleway then
visit https://derwentvalleycycleway.org.uk/ where you can
also sign up for (another) free newsletter.

Welcome to the Derbyshire Close Pass
Campaign by Tony Roelich
Imagine a place and a time where all motorists always give
cyclists plenty of room, where no motorist overtakes and then
suddenly slows down and turns left in front of someone riding
a bike and where all drivers consciously monitor for and react
positively to cyclists on the road.
We can only imagine a place and a time like this.
But I am hopeful that Derbyshire Police’s recent arrival at the
Close Pass Party will herald the start of a movement towards
our imagined world. The Close Pass campaign has a simple and
clear message which helps to not only keep cyclists safe, but
also makes them feel safe.
That message is: at 30mph, leave at least 1.5m (5ft) between a
rider and your car. If you cannot leave this much space, do not
pass; wait for the space to become available before overtaking.
When people feel safe on the road, maybe more of them will
start to cycle, which will of course benefit those who are driving as well as those who are cycling.
Now, in my experience, most drivers do give cyclists plenty of
room, especially when the road is clear, but it’s the exceptions
which create the wariness that many people have of cycling on
the road and it is this insecurity and the perception of danger
and a hostile road environment which prevents most noncyclists from contemplating riding at all.
What Close Pass does is to make it clear that to fail to leave
enough room is unacceptable. It helps to create an awareness
of the requirement to leave enough room, always, in drivers
who may leave room when the road is clear, but encroach too
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close when traffic is heavy. I hope that these wider perspectives are highlighted as Derbyshire’s Close Pass campaign
develops in the future.

countries it has always been entirely normal to see people
with bikes mingling with non-cyclists on buses and trains.

So I really welcome Derbyshire Constabulary’s Close Pass
campaign. I thank everyone in the Force who has been involved in putting it together and look forward to working in
partnership with them to develop a road environment in
which everyone feels safe enough to ride a bike. I also thank
everyone who contributed to the suggestions which DCG put
forward about where there have been close pass issues and
ideas for how the campaign could be formulate

Free Cycle Stands by David Lally
Does somewhere you visit need better bike parking? No
doubt you are frequently frustrated by the lack of somewhere secure to leave you bike when out-and-about.
Life Cycle Derby have around 100 bike stands to give away to
organisations around Derby City.
They are looking for Offices,
Community Halls, Shops, GP Surgeries, etc. etc... where there is a
distinct lack of bike parking facilities. They can provide Sheffield
Stands or “Toast Racks” delivered to site for fitting by the organisation.
They would be very grateful if members could let them know
about prospective sites. They need to be inside the City
boundary and have a suitable site for the stands which is on
their own land.
If you know of somewhere please let Life Cycle know by email
to daviudl@lifecycleuk.org.uk or the organisation can apply
direct via https://www.lifecycleuk.org.uk/free-cycle-parking
They are also looking for company or freelance able to offer
an installation service if you know of one please let them
know via the email above.

In this country strict segregation has been practiced in the
instances where cycles are permitted at all. It is often necessary to pre-book into the one or two bike spaces on a train or
chance not being able to get on if the space is filled even on
trains with large spaces by the doors which in more enlightened nations would allow access to many bikes alongside
people.
Buses have usually
been seen as completely bike free zones
except the very few
“bike buses” which again require strict segregation between
passengers and bikes. This is why I was so pleased to hear
the sensible approach from Trent-Barton of permitting passengers to bring bicycles onto their buses so long as there is
space.
My son tried this out on the H1 without difficulty. Following
his pioneering example I cycled to Chesterfield and caught
the Comet back. Both of these buses are standard vehicles
with the usual space at the front for pushchairs and wheelchairs. The Trent website says that you would need to make
room if someone with pushchair or wheelchair was on-board
but that is just common courtesy anyway.
This is a great move in the right direction from Trent buses
and they should be congratulated for their pragmatic and
sensible approach to this. I hope that all bus companies will
follow suit.

Everlasting Winter Light?—it’s in the
Hub by Tim Saul
Tired of having to remove and remount bike lights in the
dark or trying to hunt for replacement batteries in the junk
drawer? The solution to all those irritations is Dynamo
Lighting. Imagine the joy of immediate cycle movement
equalling immediate everlasting illumination.

You might have experienced in the past the old bottle dynamo generator which ran against the
by Bill Whitehead
tyre. They were quite literally a real
drag and were rendered useless if
It was fantastic to find out from my son that Trent-Barton
the road was damp as would slip
have quietly launched a sensible and liberating approach to
and refuse to spin leaving you in
bus based bike transport. As we know, cycling and public
the dark. The real revolution in retransport are the best ways of getting around.
cent years has been hub dynamos.
This is true from an individual convenience and health perEliminating the disadvantages of
spective as well as the environmental benefits. It’s always
the bottle dynamo giving a reliable
been a puzzle to me why most forms of mass transportation constant flow of electrical generamake it difficult to combine the two in the UK. In many other tion with a negligible amount of wheel drag.

Bikes on Buses
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Ranging in price from the low end Shimano (which is still very
good) to the higher end Son range (German of course). There
is the added expense of having to pay for the hub dynamo to
be built into the front wheel, so the initial set up costs are
high, but in my experience it’s well worth it. Front and rear
lights are bolted on so you need never fear those pesky light
fingered ‘ne'er do wells’ running off with expensive lighting
kit again. And with inbuilt capacitors lights are designed to
stay illuminated for a few minutes when stationary at traffic
lights or road junctions.

resort to pushing her lightweight road bike up a steep section. Over the brow we relished the luxury of the long descent to Hay-on-Wye. Coffee in a bike shop rejuvenated our
hill weary legs, and spurred us on alongside the River Wye.
We joined route 8, now heading into Builth Wells where we
met several European cyclists in the pleasant, flat riverside
campsite.

An ancient un-metalled coach road took us slowly over a hill,
with views across a wooded valley. Resting at the top we met
a couple
There are even devices available now (Busch & Müller Ecycling
Werk) that connect your mobile devices to the dynamo. So
south to
you can switch that valuable electricity you’re generating in
Cardiff. We
the daytime to charging your mobile phone or tablet.
headed
into Hafren
As I commute to work daily and often cycle into the City in
Forest,
the evening, dynamo lighting is for me the most convenient,
where
cheapest (in the long term) and reliable method of cycle
from a
lighting available .Are you convinced yet? Take my advice,
roadside
switch to a Hub dynamo lighting system.
hide we
spotted an Osprey on its isolated nest. Descending steep hills
to Machynlleth we stopped for a revitalising coffee. On
by Ken Timmis
through steep tree covered valleys, we passed the grey dusty
Alighting at Chepstow railway station, we loaded the heap of remains of slate mines, to climb ever steeper gradients.
kit onto our Brompton folding bikes, for a week’s cycling fol- Through a farm gate we entered the Snowdonia National
lowing the Sustrans Lon Las Cymru route across Wales. Along Park, revealing amazing vistas of distant mountains.
the street we located route 42; confronted by the first vertigLeaving Dolgellau on the repurposed railway track we passed
inous hill we resorted to pushing. Escaping suburbia along
damp disconsolate Duke of Edinburgh youths. We rode over
the quiet narrow lanes, we were constrained between tall
the creaking wooden Barmouth railway bridge, cruised along
hedges that restricted our views. A passing dust cart
the promenade before returning to the road and hills around
squeezed us into the hedge, leaving the fetid aroma of decay
Harlech. From the top, breathless views of the coast and
in its track. The hills appeared with monotonous frequency,
mountains were restricted by a misty drizzle. Dropping to sea
and repeatedly climbing short steep gradients made the ridlevel we crossed the causeway to Porthmadoc, then persising tiring.
tent rain accompanied us into the hills. Briefly we visited Cricceith before climbing back over the hills to join a smooth
dedicated cycleway along a disused railway track. At Llanwnda we followed the narrow gauge Welsh Highland Railway all
the way to Caernarfon, circumnavigating the towering castle
walls. Another railway cycleway took us to the Menai Bridge
and Angelsey.

Cycling Sustrans Lon Las Cymru Route

Villages passed beneath our wheels. In Usk brightly painted
bicycle wheels decorated the streets but leaving the grey of
Abergavenny we were soon greeted with spectacular views
of the Brecon Beacons. An unprecedented number of steep
gradients, frustratingly required pushing. Heading up the
Gospel Pass a speedy cyclist was sceptical about our Bromptons' ability to climb the hills, but reassuringly she had to

Climbing away from the straits we looked back at the omnipresent dark forms of Snowdonia’s mountains beneath the
quilted grey clouds. Ahead, the country lanes gently rolled
before us over green countryside. We passed expansive RAF
Valley where the only activity was dust being swept from the
runway. A thick mist shrouded the Cycyran Strait causeway
and surrounding scenery before a short ride through the suburbs took us to the port of Holyhead. We celebrated completing Lon Las Cymru with a cup of coffee before catching
the train back home.
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